EFFECTIVE SEMINAR AT GGIS
Gyan Ganga International School started with six days back to back seminar for the teachers to
develop various skills of the teachers and for the best utilization of their precious time. 12
teachers are allotted different topics to conduct the seminar. This seminar will consist of
various sessions related to different topics and will be attended by 40 teachers for six days.
The first day of the seminar started with the remembrance of god Ganesha and goddess
Saraswati. The guest for the same was the school Principal Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel.
The first day of the seminar was conducted by Ms. Manisha Kol and Mrs. Kamal Ambwani. In
this seminar the topic discussed were related to the detail study about curriculum, lesson plan,
evaluation and assessment. The chairperson and moderator for the first day workshop were
Ms. Rupa Tiwari and Mrs. Monika Pandey.
The first day of the workshop proved to be fruitful one as it threw light on preparation of
curriculum syllabus and daily lesson planning as for the herbertian approach. The resource
person helped the teachers in learning the minute problems and draw backs that one faces
while planning framing and preparing the lesson plan. They also explain and interacted with the
audience through no of activities, worksheet and demonstration. The whole seminar was made
more effective by PPT presentation.
The second phase of this effective worksheet was about the techniques of assessment and
evaluation. The second session was taken over by Mrs. Kamal Ambwani as a recourse person. In
this session teachers were made aware about the assessment and evaluation process that is
required to highlighted the performance of the child no. of questions and queries raised by the
teachers were solved and were given the satisfying answers and guided the way how the
teachers can do the assessment and evaluation of their students in a proper and accurate
manner. No. of methods and activities were also explain along with the duration of assessment
and evaluation method was also explained. The topic was made interesting by projecting live
examples and with the help of blue prints of tools and methods of assessing and evaluating.
The workshop was appreciated by each and every one as it was not only effective one but also
knowledgeable and concept clearing one.
In the end speaking on the occasion school Principal Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel appreciated the
efforts of the resources person and also encouraged the other teachers who will carrying
forward this six day long orientation programme. He expressed his heartfelt thanks and
congratulated the teachers for their hand work making the first day of this workshop cum
seminar a success one.

